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Physics Background - SUSY 

 Supersymmetry posits an 
extra set of particles to 
match our current SM 
particles 

 Attractive features 

 Provides natural way to 
explain Higgs mass 

 Grand Unification of strong, 
electroweak forces 

 R-Parity conservation 
scenarios have dark matter 
candidate 

 



Physics Background - CMS 

 Tracker, ECAL, HCAL, Solenoid Magnet, Muon 

Chambers 



Analysis Overview 

 Search for pair produced stops at CMS 

stop 

top 

W 

b 

lepton 

neutrino 

Neutralino 

Hence, we expect: 

 Two opposite sign leptons 

 Two b-tagged jets 

 Missing transverse energy (MET) 

  

x 2 since the stop is pair-produced with an antistop 

Note: Largest background is 

from ttbar production, which has 

similar end-products 



Analysis Overview - Backgrounds 

 TTbar is greatest background; other backgrounds are 
TW (“Single Top”), Drell-Yan  (l+ l- production), Wjets, 
WW, ZZ… 

 There are fake backgrounds, can’t be accurately 
predicted by MC!  Use Data in Control Region 

 MT2(ll) is good discriminating variable (function of 
both lepton PT and MET) 

 Only depends on transverse variables 

 For a WW system, should be less than the mass of the W 
(however, there will always be tails) 

 Control region for MT2(ll) < 80 GeV (see backup slides) 

 



Physics Background - Terminology 

 Prompt Lepton: Lepton that originates from primary 
interaction vertex from interesting physics (EWK or 
BSM) 

 Fake Leptons include: 

 Leptons from meson decays in Jets 

 Cosmic rays 

 Jets that punch through to the muon chambers 

 Isolation: Sum of PT of objects in a cone around the 
lepton divided by the PT of the lepton. Lower values of 
isolation (or “relIso”) means that the particle is more 
isolated.  



Tight to Loose Method 

 Analysis cuts on ‘tight’ leptons 

 Additionally, define a ‘loose’ lepton with a relaxed 
isolation requirement 

 Define fake rate (f) as the number of tight leptons over 
the number of loose leptons in a sample of fake leptons 
(such as leptons found in a pure QCD sample) 

 Define prompt rate (p) as the number of tight leptons 
over the number of loose leptons in a sample of prompt 
leptons (such as leptons found in Z l+l- events) 

 Loop over events that satisfy loose lepton requirements 
and apply weightings (see backup slides) 

 



Measuring the Fake Rate 

 Used a single lepton trigger with MET and MT cuts 

to reduce contribution from Z and W events 

 What might the fake rate depend on? Lepton PT, 

Lepton Eta, Jet activity 

 We use an “Away Jet” to measure Jet activity in 

event (A jet that is separated from all leptons) 

 Apply a cut on Away Jet PT 

 

 



Apply to SS Control Region 



Apply to SS Control Region 



Away Jet 50, No Loose Iso Cut 

Apply to SS Control Region 

MT2(ll) 



Apply to OS Control Region 



Bugs/Issues to be Fixed 

 Bias in the sample we use to measure Fake Rate 

 Fake Rate not calculated with full data 

 Currently, Prompt Rate is measured in MC 

 SS control region has low statistics 

 Bug in Ntuples prevents us from running electrons 

 Z MC sample needs more statistics 
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Backup 

 Explanation of MT2ll 

 Event Weightings 

 Derivation of weightings in a single lepton example  

 



The MT2 variable 

 How can you measure masses of parent particles 

when daughter particles escape undetected? 

 Consider W l v 

 Note that η = ½ log 
𝐸+𝑝𝑧

𝐸−𝑝𝑧
 (pseudorapidity) 

 mW
2 = ml

2 + mv
2 + 2 (El

T Ev
T cosh (Δη) – pl

T 
* pv

T) 

 In our case, mv
2= 0 and Ev

T = |pv
T| = Emiss

T  

 MT2(pmiss
T) = ml

2 + 2 (El
T Emiss

T – pl
T * pmiss

T) 

 Note that MT is a lower bound of mW  

 

 



The MT2 variable (contd) 

 Now consider two cases of W l v happening at 
once 

 We only know the sum pT
 of the two neutrinos 

 So, let us try all the possibilities of dividing up pmiss
T 

into the p1
T and p2

T of each invisible neutrino, 
calculate MT twice to get the highest (best) lower 
bound for that possibility, and take the minimum over 
all the possibilities to get a lower bound on the W 
mass 

 The distribution should not cross the W mass (80 
GeV) 

 

 

 

 



The MT2 variable (contd) 

 Formally, we can now define 

MT2 = min { max { MT(p1
T), MT(p2

T) } } 

for p1
T + p2

T = pmiss
T 

 For ttbar (largest background), neutrinos are only 

source of MET, so MT2 should stay below 80 GeV 

 For dileptonic stops, neutralinos can add more MET, 

so MT2 distribution can exceed 80 GeV 

 



Tight to Loose Method Weightings 

The weightings depend on 

whether either, both, or 

none of the two leptons 

pass the tight cuts. 



Tight to Loose Method – 1 Lepton 

Example 

 Assume the only kinds of events are single electron 

events (as before, electrons can be fake/prompt 

and tight/loose) 

 Define ε = 
𝑓

1−𝑓
 (tight over loose only for fakes) 

 Define η = 
1−𝑝

𝑝
 (loose only over tight for prompt) 



Tight to Loose Method – 1 Lepton 

Example 

 Number of fake leptons identified as tight is ε times number 
of fake leptons identified as loose 

 Number of fake leptons identified as loose is number of 
loose leptons minus number of loose prompt leptons 

 Number of loose prompt leptons is number of tight prompt 
leptons times η 

 Number of tight prompt leptons is number of tight leptons 
minus number of tight fake leptons 

 In symbols: LF = Nt0 – η[ Nt1 – ε [ LF ] ] 

 So fake tight = ε LF = 
ε

1−εη
[ 𝑁𝑡0 −

 η Nt1 ]   

 Use this to weight events with loose or tight leptons 


